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Introduction and Summary
In 2015, the FCC departed from almost 20 years of precedent and reclassified the framework for
regulating the Internet under Title II of the Telecommunications Act. This departure, done at the
behest of President Obama, meant that Internet access is regulated as a “telecommunications
service” under Title II rather than as an “information service” regulated under Title I. The effect of
the 2015 Order is to classify Internet service providers (ISPs) as common carriers, regulating them
like a public utility.
After classifying Internet service providers as common carriers, the FCC found it necessary to
forbear from enforcing “30 statutory provisions” and rendered “over 700 codified rules
inapplicable.”1 Further, the FCC adopted no-blocking, no-throttling, and no-paid prioritization
rules, as well as a general Internet conduct standard and “enhancements” to the transparency rule.
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In 2016, the D.C. Circuit affirmed the validity of the Title II classification in a divided decision.2
In April 2017, the FCC issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to end the Title II
regulatory approach, and return to the lighter-touch Title I approach, which would again regulate
Internet access as an “information service.” The explicit rationale was to “reverse the decline in
infrastructure investment, innovation, and options for consumers put into motion by the FCC in
2015.”3 The NPRM proposes to eliminate the Internet conduct standard, and seeks comment on
blocking, throttling, and paid prioritization. Finally, the NPRM proposes to return jurisdiction to
the FTC to police ISPs, thereby shifting the regulatory approach from an aggressive ex ante
regime to a more reasonable ex post framework.
One primary point of contention has been whether the 2017 NPRM will increase capital
expenditures in the Internet ecosystem. Prior to the 2017 NPRM, the FCC claimed ISPs continued
to invest at the same or even higher rates despite the imposition of a heavy-handed regulatory
scheme. However, data indicate that between 2014 (the year before the 2015 Order) and 2016 (the
year after) capital expenditures by broadband ISPs decreased by $3.6 billion, or 5.6%. 4
Another point of contention in the net neutrality debate concerns the reversion to the FTC of
jurisdiction to police claims that ISPs unfairly or unreasonably discriminate against content
providers and thereby harm competition. While there is no apparent dispute that the FTC’s
authority to prohibit deceptive practices can be deployed to reach broadband providers, 5 there
appears to be greater confusion about the appropriate role of antitrust and its domain in broadband
markets. Some even go so far as to claim relying upon antitrust law amounts to no regulation at
all.6 A useful comparison of antitrust law to alternative regulatory schemes, such as Title II,
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requires first an accurate description of what the former entails. A careful comparison makes clear
that claims that antitrust amounts to “doing nothing” are a combination of overzealous advocacy
and deception. But the more interesting issue is which regulatory framework – each with its own
strengths and weaknesses – best protects competition and consumers.
Antitrust law has developed a sophisticated “rule of reason” framework to determine whether
vertical agreements are procompetitive or anticompetitive. The rule of reason approach examines
vertical agreements on a case-by-case basis by weighing costs and benefits and recognizing
possible losses from enforcement errors that go in either direction. Despite the 2015 Order ban on
vertical agreements by Internet service providers, rule of reason analysis would not similarly result
in a total ban on vertical agreements because economics literature clearly indicates that while
vertical agreements are capable of harming competition in the manner contemplated by net
neutrality proponents, more often than not they are beneficial to consumers. Furthermore, with few
exceptions, the literature does not support the view that these practices are used for
anticompetitive reasons. In short, the vertical agreements at the heart of the net neutrality debate
are generally procompetitive.
Economic analysis predicted the 2015 Open Internet Order ban on vertical agreements would
likely harm consumers and depress investment. Now, empirical evidence is consistent with those
predictions. Reclassifying Internet service providers under Title I would restore incentives to
invest in broadband markets. A less obvious benefit is that it replaces the 2015 Order’s categorical
ban on contract arrangements that benefit consumers – including paid prioritization and other
vertical arrangements – with antitrust jurisprudence’s rule of reason. A close look at the antitrust
approach shows not only that it can reach the harms envisioned by net neutrality proponents, but
also that it is superior to alternatives that would condemn vertical arrangements in broadband
markets without proof of harm to competition.
The Antitrust Framework
The crux of the net neutrality debate is the fear that via paid prioritization, ISPs will enter vertical
business agreements that will prove to be anticompetitive, and ultimately harm consumers.
Vertical agreements are agreements between firms at different levels of a supply chain; in this
context, they are between an ISP and a content provider. Even though there was no evidence of a
single harmful agreement during the fourteen years of Title I coverage, the Title II Order chose to
prohibit all vertical agreements. The net neutrality debate is marked by a dearth of economic
perspective -- framing consumer harm without consideration of the promotion of consumer
welfare. These ephemeral hypothetical harms do not provide regulatory clarity and do not allow
the FCC to create precedent in the appropriate cases. Instead, net neutrality categorically banned
vertical agreements.
There seems to be a consensus that some regulation of vertical agreements is necessary to protect
consumers. One option is ex ante regulation that is effectively a categorical prohibition on vertical
agreements. In the 2015 Order, the FCC adopted this ex ante approach, which is now known
generally as “net neutrality.” The second option is ex post regulation that seeks to permit
task of policing discrimination on the Internet.”), available at
https://www.forbes.com/sites/washingtonbytes/2017/01/10/a-new-path-forward-for-net-neutrality/#2bb207ce79c2.
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procompetitive vertical agreements, while preventing anticompetitive ones. The ex post approach
aims to maximize consumer welfare wherever possible by applying the tenets of antitrust law.
Antitrust law has developed a sophisticated “rule of reason” approach to determine whether
vertical agreements are procompetitive or anticompetitive. The rule of reason approach examines
vertical agreements on a case-by-case basis by “weighing costs and benefits, and recogniz[ing]
possible losses from enforcement errors that go in either direction.”7 According to FTC staff, rule
of reason “weigh[s] potential anticompetitive effects against the procompetitive effects and
efficiencies that drive business practices in fast-growing industries.”8 The rule of reason analysis
would not result in a categorical ban on vertical agreements. Instead, by applying rule of reason,
vertical agreements would be analyzed on a case-by-case basis, and be rejected only if careful
economic analysis concluded there are anticompetitive effects greater than any procompetitive
effects or efficiencies.
The regulatory framework must also minimize the social costs of regulatory errors and the costs of
administering the regulatory system. The inputs required to apply the “error cost framework” are:
(1) the probability that the agreements at issue (in this case vertical restraints) are anticompetitive;
(2) the magnitude of errors associated with erroneous enforcement; and (3) the administrative
costs of implementing the system. The errors can either be false positives, in which agreements
that benefit consumers are prohibited, or false negatives, in which agreements that harm
consumers are allowed.9 Overall, consumers are best protected by an ex ante categorical ban if all
vertical agreements are anticompetitive, or if there are an abundance of false negatives. And
consumers are best protected by an ex post approach if there are even a few procompetitive
vertical agreements, or an abundance of false positives.
The economics literature on vertical agreements is consistent and very clear: while vertical
agreements are capable of harming competition in the manner contemplated by net neutrality
proponents, vertical agreements are more often beneficial to consumers.10 Furthermore, “with few
exceptions, the literature does not support the view that these practices are used for
anticompetitive reasons,” which supports “a fairly strong prior belief that these practices are
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unlikely to be anticompetitive in most cases.”11 Thus, the vertical agreements at the heart of the
net neutrality debate are generally procompetitive. Indeed, vertical agreements are often observed
between firms without any plausible market power. Vertical agreements can reduce double
marginalization, prevent free riding on manufacturer-supplied investments, and align incentives of
manufacturers and distributors. Consumers benefit from these efficiencies “in the form of lower
prices, increased output, higher quality, and greater innovation.”12 In short, vertical contracts can
improve consumer outcomes by creating demand or lowering costs.
Despite this literature, the FCC’s 2015 Order proposed a categorical ban on vertical agreements
without any plausible economic justification or evidence to support it. Indeed, the 2010 Order
offered up only a frail attempt to justify its proposal on economics grounds – citing to a single
paper, later omitted from the 2015 Order after substantial criticism.13
Any regulatory regime somewhat reflecting the state of economic knowledge on vertical restraints
would accept the premise that these contracts can generate both pro- and anticompetitive results.
The 2015 Order did not implement a regime that attempted to differentiate between the two –
sacrificing for broadband consumers the benefits from the many “good” vertical restraints, in the
name of prohibiting the few “bad” ones. Such a regulatory regime is easily outperformed by one
that is capable of distinguishing between the two with even a mundane level of accuracy. This is
where antitrust comes into play.
The 2017 Restoring Internet Freedom NPRM proposes to shift the regulatory scheme back to Title
I. With that shift, the 2017 rulemaking proposal contemplates that antitrust and its “rule of reason”
framework will provide the competitive rules of the road for vertical agreements between
broadband providers and content providers.
Over the last 125 years, antitrust jurisprudence has developed a method to analyze vertical
arrangements: rule of reason.14 Under a rule of reason approach, every vertical arrangement is
analyzed individually to determine if the agreement is anticompetitive.15 The main function of rule
of reason analysis is to condemn vertical restraints that harm consumers and allow those that are
either not anticompetitive or beneficial.16 It seems clear that antitrust’s rule of reason framework is
11
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a superior regulatory framework than the categorical ban on vertical agreements that was proffered
in the 2015 Order.17
What Harms Can the Antitrust Framework Reach?
Some critics acknowledge the role a rule of reason framework can play in regulating ISPs’ vertical
agreements, but claim that it might not work in all instances, or reach all possible types of harms.18
These critics contend that antitrust’s consumer welfare framework allows it to reach
anticompetitive conduct that manifests in the form of a reduction in output or an increase in price,
but not reductions in quality or incentives to innovate.19 Some critics have argued that the
possibility of harms existing “outside” the antitrust framework justify a blanket prohibition on
vertical contracts and paid prioritization, as laid out by the 2015 Order. Others argue this alleged
“gap” in the antitrust laws calls for a “new” framework that substitutes a focus on consumer
welfare with an analysis of whether discrimination is “unreasonable,” regardless of its effects on
consumers.
Both groups of critics reveal a profound and fundamental lack of understanding of the rule of
reason framework. The rule of reason, and antitrust jurisprudence generally, has evolved to reach
all forms of competitive harms – including innovation and quality. One need not go beyond the
Horizontal Merger Guidelines to see evidence of this evolution. Neither the original 1968 Merger
Guidelines, nor the 1982 Merger Guidelines, mentioned potential harm to innovation. The 1992
Guidelines and their 1997 revision only loosely allude to the subject as a potential merger
efficiency.20 However, two decades later, the 2010 Guidelines prominently include an entire
section on potential harm to innovation, suggesting that the FTC believes such harms are clearly
actionable and within their purview.21 Importantly, the 2010 HMGs, like all Merger Guidelines, do
not initiate new policies, but describe what is already happening inside the agencies.
Furthermore, the FTC has acted on numerous mergers that in either strong or weak terms reference
“innovation” or “research and development” harms. Between 2004 and 2014 the FTC challenged
164 mergers, and 54 of them alleged harm to innovation. Clearly, there were other mergers that
alleged conduct amounting to harm to innovation without specifically using those phrases.22 These
17
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developments clearly show that harms to innovation are cognizable within antitrust; but net
neutrality proponents skeptical of the antitrust approach will be quick to point out that these are
mergers and not potentially exclusionary or discriminatory conduct such as vertical restraints.
Antitrust can reach innovation concerns in those cases too. The FTC has pursued several conduct
cases where the theory of harm was decreased innovation. For example, consider the FTC’s
allegations against Intel.23 The FTC alleged Intel’s conduct would likely result in the
monopolization of the GPU market in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. Intel
manipulated CPU industry standards to advance their own products and prevented competitors
from introducing a competing product – in short harming CPU innovation. The FTC alleged that
“the loss of price and innovation competition in the relevant markets will continue to have an
adverse effect on competition and hence consumers.”24 Further, the FTC alleged that there were no
offsetting procompetitive efficiencies and sought to enjoin Intel.25 This case is a clear example that
under existing antitrust laws the FTC alleged harm to innovation based upon vertical
agreements.26
The FTC has also been active in alleging harm to innovation in the pharmaceutical industry.27 For
example, in the case Grifols, S.A./Talecris Biotherapeutics Holdings Corp., the FTC alleged that
the proposed merger between two manufacturers of plasma-derived drugs would “increase the
likelihood that consumers experience lower levels of innovation and service” in the relevant
product markets.28 The FTC’s concerns could not be remedied by further investigation, but rather
through a consent decree. The FTC required the merging firms to divest a significant number of
production facilities as well as manufacture three plasma-derived products for another firm in the
industry for several years.29
In Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Warner Chilcott plc, et al., the FTC filed an amicus brief urging
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the Third Circuit to reverse the district court’s ruling.30 Mylan alleged that the Defendants
intentionally circumvented generic competition for their acne drug by engaging in anticompetitive
product hopping.31 Invoking the rule of reason analysis in support of Mylan, the FTC asserted that
“policies favoring innovation do not categorically preclude antitrust liability for producthopping.”32
The Antitrust Division at the Department of Justice has brought similar cases. Such was the case
in the landmark antitrust case, United States v. Microsoft, where Microsoft’s long-term market
dominance, “browser wars,” and pattern of penalizing companies that were offering consumer
efficiencies led Judge Jackson to clearly note that Microsoft’s conduct was harmful to
innovation.33
Since Microsoft, the Antitrust Division has brought similar cases such as a lawsuit to prevent
H&R Block Inc. from purchasing TaxACT.34 The Antitrust Division alleged that the proposed
merger would have an effect on competition “resulting in less innovation and higher prices for
consumers.”35 The Antitrust Division alleged that H&R Block’s acquisition of TaxACT would
eliminate a firm that substantially “disrupted” the market for do-it-yourself tax preparation
products and lessened the incentives to innovate.36
The Antitrust Division has alleged harm to innovation in several mergers, including those in hightechnology markets.37 Like the FTC, harm to innovation is a consideration that the Antitrust
Division consistently considers in merger enforcement.38 Thus, claims that the antitrust laws
cannot reach harm to innovation either because such harms are not cognizable under antitrust law
or because the agencies are unwilling to bring cases are each incorrect.
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See Renata B. Hesse, Deputy Assistant Att’y Gen., Antitrust Div., Dep’t of Justice, Remarks at the Conference on
Competition and IP Policy in High-Technology Industries (Jan. 22, 2014) (“While competitive prices are…a key
objective, the division fully appreciate the importance of innovation.”).
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Conclusion
Economic analysis predicted the 2015 Open Internet Order ban on vertical agreements would
likely harm consumers and depress investment. Empirical evidence is consistent with those
predictions. Reclassifying Internet service providers under Title I restores incentives to invest in
broadband markets. A less obvious benefit is that it replaces the 2015 Order’s categorical ban on
contract arrangements that benefit consumers – including paid prioritization and other vertical
arrangements – with antitrust’s rule of reason. A close look at the antitrust approach shows not
only that it can reach the harms envisioned by net neutrality proponents, but also that it is superior
to alternatives that would condemn vertical arrangements in broadband markets without proof of
harm to competition.
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